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Section 1: Executive Summary
This report summarizes the results of Scottsdale Community College’s Alumni Survey. The survey was
conducted from Fall 2019 to Spring 2020 and includes students who graduated in Spring 2018, Summer 2018,
or Fall 2018. The survey was sent to all students who received degrees and certificates, including those who
received an AGEC. The overall response rate for the survey was 238 out of 957 or 24.9%. For more
information about survey methodology and the demographics of respondents, see page 23. The full survey is
available on page 25.
Some of the key findings include:


GRADUATES MET THEIR OBJECTIVES: 2018 graduates overwhelmingly believe that they met or partially
met their educational objective while at SCC (95.7%), (See page 4).



OVER HALF OF GRADUATES EXPECTED TO TRANSFER: Over half of respondents (55.0%) stated that their
primary objective for obtaining a degree or certificate from SCC was to ‘transfer to a 4‐year college or
university.’ Nearly ninety percent (82.3%) of graduates with transfer goals are either currently enrolled in a
4‐year college/university or will be attending next year. The majority are attending or will attend Arizona
State University, (See pages 3, 5, and 6).



A MAJORITY OF GRADUATES ARE EMPLOYED: A majority of graduates who had occupational goals are
employed full‐time (67.5%) or part‐time (18.8%). The median annual salary for graduates with
occupational goals is $37,000, which is above the $30,000 median for all 2018 graduate respondents. The
top occupational categories for all graduate respondents are Business, Education, Health,
Restaurant/Culinary, and Service (See pages 3, 8, 9, and 11).



GRADUATES FEEL THAT SCC PREPARED THEM FOR THEIR FUTURE: 2018 graduates largely agree that SCC
‘effectively’ or ‘very effectively’ prepared them for additional study in a 4‐year college or university as well
as for a job in their field, (See pages 7, 12, and 13).



GRADUATES ARE SATISFIED WITH THEIR SCC EXPERIENCE: Among graduates, 94.1% describe their
experience at SCC as ‘good’ or ‘excellent.’ Additionally, almost all graduates stated that they would
recommend SCC to a friend, (See pages 14 and 15).



OVERALL, GRADUATES ARE SATISFIED WITH SCC SERVICES AND FACILITIES: When surveyed on their
satisfaction with particular SCC services and facilities, at least 68.8% of 2018 graduates selected
‘satisfied’ or ‘very satisfied’ for all categories. Since 2015, the satisfaction in the library improved by
26 percentage points given the reopening in 2016 after several years of being closed for renovations.
The top‐rated categories were Computer Labs (87.7%) and Quality of Instruction (87.3%), (See pages
16 through 22).
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Section 2: Survey Results
A) Student Objectives at SCC
2018 Graduates were first asked about their educational objectives at SCC.

What was your primary goal for earning a degree or certificate
from Scottsdale Community College?
2018 Graduates (N=238)
60.0%
55.0%

50.0%
40.0%
30.0%
20.0%

19.3%

10.0%

10.5%

0.0%
Enter job
market

Change
careers

8.0%

5.0%
Improve job
skills

Transfer

Personal
interest

2.1%
Other

Over half of respondents (55.0%) stated that their primary goal for earning a degree or certificate from SCC was to
‘transfer to a 4‐year college or university.’ Graduates with occupational goals include those ‘preparing to enter the
job market’ (19.3%), ‘preparing to change careers’ (10.5%), and ‘seeking to improve job skills for their present job’
(5.0%). Approximately 10% of graduates selected ‘personal interest/development’ or ‘other.’
What was your primary goal for earning a degree or certificate from
Scottsdale Community College?
2016, 2017, and 2018 Graduates
70.0%
60.0%

55.0%

55.0%

54.9%

50.0%
40.0%
30.0%
20.0%

32.7%

34.1%

34.9%

2016

2017

2018

10.0%
0.0%

Occupational Goal

Transfer Goal

When considering the past three years, approximately 55% of SCC graduates reported a transfer goal, while
approximately 33‐35% selected an occupational goal. This goal comparison will be useful when discussing
education and occupation beyond SCC in this report.
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To gauge student success and satisfaction, graduates then reflected upon whether they met their educational
objective.
Did you achieve your goal? (N=233)

90.0%
82.0%

80.0%
70.0%
60.0%
50.0%
40.0%
30.0%
20.0%

13.7%

10.0%

4.3%

0.0%
Yes

Partially

No

Graduates overwhelmingly believe that they met or partially achieved their goal while at SCC. Only 4.3% did not
meet their educational objective. For those that responded ‘partially’ or ‘no,’ some of the reasons they cited
included: needing additional schooling, needing additional academic or career guidance, difficulty finding work,
changing goals or major, and personal situations that delayed achieving their goals such as pregnancy.

Did you achieve your goal?
2016, 2017, and 2018 Graduates
100.0%
80.0%

86.5%
82.0%

82.7%

60.0%
40.0%
20.0%

11.5%

0.0%

2.0%
2016

14.5%

4.3%

2.7%
Yes

13.7%

2017
No

2018
Partially

For the last three years, SCC graduates fairly consistently reported that they met their objectives with over 82‐87%
stating ‘yes.’
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B) Education Beyond SCC
In addition to educational objectives, the Alumni Survey asked graduates several questions about their current
education status and to what degree SCC helped prepare them for further education.
What is your current educational status?
Among graduates with Transfer (N=130) and Occupational Goals (N=79)
80.0%
70.0%
60.0%
50.0%
40.0%
30.0%
20.0%
10.0%
0.0%

73.1%
53.2%

19.0%

16.5%
9.2%

Currently attending a
4‐year college/univ

9.2%

11.4%

Will be attending 4‐
year college/univ
next year

Transfer Goal

Not currently
attending a 4‐year
college/univ and do
not plan to attend

8.5%

Already completed
bachelor's or higher

Occupational Goal

Perhaps not surprisingly, a majority of students with transfer goals (82.3%) are either ‘currently enrolled in a 4‐
year college/university’ or ‘will be attending next year.’ Interestingly, 27.8% of graduates with occupational goals
are currently or will be attending a 4‐year college/university as well. This may be due to some of the reasons
discussed in the educational objective questions, such as the need for further education or changing goals or
major.
Another pattern to note is that 19.0% of graduates with occupational goals already completed a bachelor’s degree
or higher versus 8.5% of graduates with transfer goals. Additionally, 53.2% of occupational goal graduates are ‘not
currently attending a 4‐year college/university and do not plan to attend.’ This rate aligns with the group’s
educational goals to enter the job market, change careers, and improve job skills.
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UNIVERSITIES ATTENDED BY GRADUATES (N=164)
Other College/ University
18.3%
University of Arizona
2.4%
Grand Canyon
University
3.7%

Arizona State
University
61.0%

Northern Arizona
University
14.6%

For graduates attending or planning to attend a 4‐year college/university, over half have selected Arizona State
University (61.0%) followed by Northern Arizona University (14.6%). The top colleges/universities are consistent
with past cohorts of SCC graduate respondents.

Top Fields of Study for 2018 Graduates
Business, Management, and Marketing
Nursing
Psychology
Mathematics, Computer Science, and Engineering
Education
Food and Nutrition and Exercise Science
Health Care Related
Biology
Hospitality and Tourism Management
Administration of Justice
Computer and Information Systems
Motion Picture and TV Production

N
27
20
11
11
10
8
8
7
7
6
6
6

Also consistent with previous cohorts, a large number of graduate respondents stated business related fields and
nursing as their major (27 and 20 of 166 respondents, respectively). Many of these graduates received a nursing
degree at SCC, while others transitioned into this field of study at their current college/university. Other top fields
of study included: Psychology, Mathematics, Computer Science, and Engineering, Education, Food and Nutrition
and Exercise Science, other Health Care Related fields, Biology, Hospitality and Tourism Management,
Administration of Justice, CIS, and Motion Picture and TV Production.
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Regardless of your plans, how effectively do you think SCC prepared you
for additional study in a 4‐year college or university? (N=230)

60.0%
50.0%

52.6%

40.0%

41.7%

30.0%
20.0%
10.0%
4.8%

0.9%

0.0%
Very effectively

Effectively

Ineffectively

Very ineffectively

Regardless of their educational objectives, graduates overwhelmingly view their education at SCC as preparing
them for additional study in a 4‐year college or university with 94.3% selecting ‘effectively’ or ‘very effectively.’
Some of their comments speak to this preparation. For instance,




One graduate shared, ‘I really did enjoy my time at Scottsdale Community College and I think it prepped me
well for ASU.’
Another graduate stated, ‘I really enjoyed my experience at SCC and it left me with a distinct advantage
compared to my peers at University in regards to prerequisite courses in mathematics.’
When reflecting on their certificate program, a graduate shared, ‘Very pleased with my certificate
program. I had some great professors. I would not have been accepted into my current Masters program
without it, and I definitely would not be doing as well had I not taken the classes I did at SCC.’

Some graduates did critique the transfer process and offered suggestions, such as,






One graduate who stated, ‘I did the Creative Writing Certificate which was fairly new at the time of my
attendance. If there was more assistance in this area it would be great because to transfer to ASU requires
more courses. Main office knew very little of this certificate and how to assist towards graduation.’
An alum who recommended that ‘there should be an advisor that works specifically as a bridge between
the community college and the university. They would work directly with the student as well as the
advisors at both the community college and the university.’
Another graduate who requested SCC to ‘Please advertise community college benefits to middle and high
school students. I have so many friends who wish they did community college before university. Spread the
benefits! Make it known!’
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C) Occupation Beyond SCC
In addition to educational status questions, 2018 graduates responded to questions on their employment status
after SCC and the relationship between their occupation status/goals and their SCC education.
What is your current employment status?
Among graduates with Occupational (N=80) and Transfer Goals (N=129)
70.0%
60.0%
50.0%
40.0%
30.0%
20.0%
10.0%
0.0%

67.5%

37.2%

37.2%

25.6%
18.8%
Employed full‐time (35 or
more hours)

13.8%

Employed part‐time (34 or
fewer hours)

Occupational Goal

Not currently employed

Transfer Goal

Among graduates with occupational goals, 67.5% report having a full‐time occupation. The nearly reverse is true
for graduates with a transfer goal as 62.8% report either being ‘employed part‐time’ or ‘not currently employed.’
This significant relationship aligns with the higher percentage of transfer goal graduates ‘currently attending’
school.
How long have you been working in your current job?
Among graduates with Occupational (N=69) and Transfer Goals (N=96)
40.0%

39.1%

39.6%
33.3%

30.0%

27.5%

35.4%

25.0%

20.0%
10.0%
0.0%
Less than 1 year

1‐2 years
Occupational Goal

More than 2 years
Transfer Goal

While graduates with occupational goals are more likely to be employed full‐time than transfer goal graduates,
they report being at their job for 2‐years or less at a similar rate.
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OCCUPATIONAL INDUSTRIES
(N=170)

Technology
5.3%

Public Employees
2.9%
Health
20.6%

Design & Media
Production
5.9%
Hospitality & Tourism
7.6%

Business, Manag.,
& Finance
11.2%

Education
12.9%

Service/ Retail
17.6%
Restaurant/ Culinary
15.9%

The top five graduate occupational industries/categories are Health (20.6%), Service/Retail (17.6%),
Restaurant/Culinary (15.9%), Education (12.9%), and Business‐Related Fields (11.2%).
Graduates with occupational goals are most likely to work in Health (32.3%), Design & Media Production (12.9%),
and Service/Retail (11.3%) industries. Meanwhile, graduates with a transfer goal reported working primarily in
Service/Retail (22.7%), Restaurant/Culinary (18.2%), and Education (15.9%).
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Top Occupations for 2018 Graduates
Business (Finance, Management, and Marketing,
including Hospitality and Restaurant Management fields)
Education (teacher, coach, advisor, tutor, etc.)
Service (receptionist, mechanic, childcare, etc.)
Health Related
Restaurant Service (server, barista, etc.)
Nurse/Registered Nurse
Hospitality & Tourism
Design & Media Production
Retail (cashier, sales associate, etc.)
Restaurant Chef/Cook
Computer Information Systems
Public Employees & Law Enforcement

N
24
22
20
19
18
16
13
10
10
8
8
5

Within the occupational categories, graduates are most concentrated in the fields of business (N=24), education
(N=22), service (N=20), health related (N=19), and restaurant service (N=18).
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ANNUAL SALARY RANGES
(N=145)

$10k or Less
15.9%
More than $75k
3.4%

$11‐25k
25.5%

$26‐50k
41.4%

$51‐75k
13.8%

The majority of graduates are earning an annual salary of $26,000‐50,000 (41.4%), followed by an annual salary of
$11,000‐25,000 (25.5%). The median annual salary for all 2018 graduate respondents is $30,000.

2018 Graduate Annual Salary Ranges
Occupational Goals (N=54) and Transfer Goals (N=74)
50.0%
46.3%
40.0%

40.5%
35.1%

30.0%

22.2%

20.0%
16.7% 17.6%
10.0%

11.1%

6.8%

0.0%
Less than $10k

$11‐25k

$26‐50k

Occupational Goal

$51‐75k

3.7%

0.0%

More than $75k

Transfer Goal

When considering student goals, 72.2% of graduates with occupational goals are earning an annual salary of at
least $26,000. Their median annual salary is $37,000, which is above the all graduate median. Whereas, only 47.3%
of graduates with a transfer goal are earning above $26,000 and their median annual salary is $24,500. It is likely
that the higher concentration of transfer goal graduates in service/retail occupations and higher proportion in part
time employment status is influencing the significantly lower annual salary.
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How related is your job to your SCC program of study?
Among graduates with Occupational (N=68) and Transfer Goals (N=96)
60.0%

58.8%

50.0%
41.7%

40.0%
32.3%

30.0%
26.0%

20.0%

22.1%

19.1%

10.0%
0.0%
Directly related

Somewhat related
Occupational Goal

Not related

Transfer Goal

The above pattern is further emphasized by graduate responses to the relationship between their job and program
of study. Occupational goal graduates are significantly more likely to view their job as ‘directly’ or ‘somewhat
related’ to their education at SCC (77.9%). Whereas, over half of transfer goal graduates see their current job as
‘not related’ (58.3%). As noted previously, a majority of transfer goal graduates (82.3%) are either currently
enrolled in a 4‐year college/university or will be attending next year, and, thus, are still working toward their
desired profession versus occupational goal graduates who are likely working in their chosen field.

Regardless of your plans, how effectively do you think SCC prepared you for
a job in your field?
Among graduates with Occupational (N=78) and Transfer Goals (N=129)
70.0%
60.0%
50.0%
40.0%
30.0%
20.0%
10.0%
0.0%

53.8%

60.5%

41.0%
26.4%
5.1% 10.1%
Very effectively

Effectively

Ineffectively

Occupational Goal

0.0%

3.1%

Very ineffectively

Transfer Goal

Despite current occupational patterns for transfer goal graduates, overwhelmingly both occupational and transfer
goal graduates believe that SCC has prepared them for a job in their field with over 85% of graduates selecting
‘effectively’ and ‘very effectively.’ For instance,


One graduate commented, ‘My teacher actually got me my internship which lead me to where I am now. I
couldn’t be happier! I was well educated and ready to start my career after finishing my degree!’
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Another graduate shared, ‘I am in awe of the Graphic Design program. Ms. Peggy Deal is a genius. I have 2
Master's in engineering and by far this program prepares students for the real world the best. I am top of
the class in my BA in digital media design and am using my work from my AAS as samples of my new
portfolio.’
Having been part of two programs, another graduate stated, ‘SCC is the best college I've attended! I loved
every moment of it. SCC graphic design and film are especially amazing programs. The graphic design
program has very effectively prepared me for the industry and even put me above typical standards in
some aspects early on.’
After completing two degrees at SCC, one graduate shared, ‘The Yoga Program and Instructors are so
amazing! Some of the highest quality, care and educational information from the teachers and this
program. Stepping out of school into the real yoga world I can confidently say that what I learned through
SCC's Yoga Program sets me at a high standard versus others from different programs. I plan on furthering
my education through the Yoga Therapy Program. Also I have completed the Fine Arts degree at SCC, and
those teachers are also incredible outstanding! I absolutely love SCC!’
When reflecting on their program, a graduate shared, ‘The Nursing Program is difficult, but excellent. I feel
like I was prepared extremely well for a career in nursing thanks to the staff in the nursing department.’

Though another graduate saw the need for a program that helps student connect their field of study to career
options and ‘ensure that the students get their feet in the door at local companies.’
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D) Student Satisfaction in SCC
In addition to the education and occupation questions gauging effectiveness of their SCC education, alumni were
asked to rate their satisfaction with SCC.
How do you rate your overall experience at
Scottsdale Community College?
(N=236)
Response
Count
Percent
Excellent
167
70.8%
Good
55
23.3%
Fair
11
4.7%
Poor
3
1.3%
When asked to rate their overall experience at SCC, 94.1% of graduates selected ‘good’ or ‘excellent.’ 1.3% of
graduates selected ‘poor.’
How would you rate your overall experience at Scottsdale
Community College? Percent "Excellent"
2016, 2017, and 2018 Graduates
80.0%
78.0%
76.0%
74.0%
72.0%
70.0%
68.0%
66.0%
64.0%
62.0%
60.0%

70.8%

70.3%

64.1%

2016

2017

2018

This positive pattern has been fairly consistent over the past three years of surveys as at least 64% of respondents
have selected ‘excellent’ since 2016.
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Would you recommend Scottsdale Community College to a friend
considering college?
2018 Graduates (N=236)
80.0%
70.0%

73.3%

60.0%
50.0%
40.0%
30.0%
20.0%

22.5%

10.0%

2.5%

0.0%
Yes, with no
concerns

Yes, with some
concerns

Yes, with
strong
concerns

1.3%
No, probably
not

0.4%
No, not under
any
circumstances

Additionally, three‐quarters of graduates stated that they would recommend SCC to a friend with only 25% saying
they would do so with ‘some’ or ‘strong concerns.’
Would you recommend Scottsdale Community College to a friend
considering college? Percent "Yes, with no concerns"
2016, 2017, and 2018 Graduates
85.0%
83.0%
81.0%
79.0%
77.0%
75.0%
73.0%
71.0%
69.0%
67.0%
65.0%

78.4%

2016

73.4%

73.3%

2017

2018

As with overall satisfaction, this pattern has remained relatively consistent over the last three years with over 73%
of respondents choosing ‘yes, with no concerns.’
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In addition to overall satisfaction in SCC, alumni rated their satisfaction the following areas: degree requirements
and advising, courses and instruction, and other college services.
Student Satisfaction ‐ % Satisfied or Very Satisfied
2018 Graduates
90.0%
80.0%
70.0%
60.0%
50.0%
40.0%
30.0%
20.0%
10.0%
0.0%

87.7%

87.3%

86.7%

85.8%

85.2%

84.7%

83.9%

83.4%

75.2%

70.3%

69.8%

68.8%

Please indicate your level of satisfaction with each of the following categories.
Means (5 point scale from 'Very Dissatisfied' to 'Very Satisfied')
Category
All Graduate Mean
Library
4.45
Computer Labs
4.45
Facilities and Equipment
4.43
Quality of instruction
4.39
Registration Process
4.36
Bookstore Staff
4.32
Availability of desired courses
4.30
Computer Labs
4.26
Clarity of degree/certificate requirements
4.23
Quality of Tutoring
4.18
Financial Aid Staff
4.04
Availability of academic advising
4.00
Quality of academic advising
3.99
At least 70% of 2018 graduate respondents selected ‘satisfied’ or ‘very satisfied’ for all categories except the
availability and quality of academic advising. Since 2015, the satisfaction in the library improved by 26 percentage
points given the reopening in 2016 after several years of being closed for renovations. The top five satisfaction
scores were in computer labs (87.7%, 4.45), quality of instruction (87.3%, 4.39), library (86.7%, 4.45), facilities and
equipment (85.8%, 4.43), and registration process (85.2%, 4.36), (See pages 17 through 22 for further explanation
of these results).
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Section 3. Student Satisfaction Comments by Category
A) Clarity of degree/certificate requirements
Several graduates were critical of the clarity of degree/certificate requirements in their comments. Alumni
expressed concerns with:





inconsistent and/or incorrect course guidance from advisors, such as one graduate who stated, ‘It was so
confusing trying to figure out what courses were required to get my A.A. degree. I was told different things
by different advisors,’
advisors’ limited knowledge of transfer requirements to various 4‐year colleges/universities,
limited advisor knowledge of specific program requirements,
and the need for guidance on course selections. For instance, one graduate shared, ‘When I got to the last
semester I was supposed to do I guess a clinical kind of thing, but I had little to no guidance or help in
getting that set up or what I was supposed to do.’

One graduate claimed that these areas of concern impacted their transfer date as they were guided to take classes
that did not transfer. Similarly, another graduate shared, ‘I just had issues with the academic advising process. I
was told to take classes that weren’t needed and I could have skipped over with written permission. Just make sure
you give students all possible routes for the student.’
For one graduate, a clear path was opened once they worked with a faculty member in their major:
I was not impressed with the regular counselors as they were not very helpful. Once I contacted
Mark Barton in the business department, he helped me finish planning my course of study. It was
an amazing adventure and I was very successful. He provided me with a very positive and
successful path and I greatly appreciate everything he did for me.
The recent shift to guided pathways with specific advisors and field of interest leads is intended to help future
students with clarity of degree/certificate requirements.

B) Quality of academic advising
Graduates were largely critical in their comments on academic advising. One graduate noted that the advisors
‘were extremely helpful for me’ and yet they were ‘tak[en] away.’ Another stated that some advisors are ‘amazing’
yet noted their ‘smaller projects’ interfered with clearing the line for advising appointments. Other graduates
stated that they felt ‘talked down to,’ their advising experience was ‘extremely frustrating,’ advisors were
‘disorganized,’ and they need to ‘be more personable.’ One graduate stated that, ‘The advisors were always a
nightmare for me, never willing to go the extra step to help.’ Another alum noted that an advisor lost applications
and ‘did not appear knowledgeable for what was required to apply and to obtain a nursing degree.’
Several noted concerns with:


consistency and accuracy of information resulting in students ‘fixing things an advisor had set up’ or
seeking help from faculty,
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the need for additional training regarding transfer and program requirements,
follow‐up communication to ensure graduation,
and the need for more advisors for particular areas like the Nursing and Film Programs.

C) Availability of academic advising
Graduates expressed concern over limited ‘availability of academic advising’ with those who commented on this
category consistently noted that there were long waits (in some cases many hours). One alum suggested,
‘Streamline advisement and counselor system so students aren't waiting for hours for advisement.’

D) Availability of desired courses
With regard to ‘availability of desired courses,’ one graduate appreciated the ‘variety of classes.’ Two other
graduates expressed the following concerns:




When taking classes some classes were not going because of no instructor or not enough
students for the class which meant that a lot of us students had to look for filler class and try
and pick up a class after we had set schedule to match are [sic] work schedules.
SCC was not accommodating to someone who had to work during the day. I was lead [sic] to
believe I could finish my program at night/ afternoon. When I was halfway through I was
told I could not. I did not feel valued as a student, instead I felt like I was a problem for
everybody.

Another graduate offered the following recommendations:
Online availability was crucial to my success as a college student. ASU online uses Canvas (same
as SCC) so I was prepared for the courses. If I could change one thing about my experience with
community college, I wish I would have had the opportunity to take more 8 week online classes.
ASU online uses online classes in 8 week blocks (2 courses in session A, another 2 courses in
session B). Overall wonderful experience! Thank you!

E) Quality of instruction
Graduates provided 55 mostly positive comments on faculty and instruction, often using words like ‘helpful,’
‘caring,’ ‘engaging,’ ‘incredible,’ ‘amazing,’ ‘wonderful,’ and ‘excellent’ to describe SCC faculty. Many expressed
deep appreciation and even ‘love’ for their instructors. As several graduates stated:


I started attending SCC as an ACE student. That's what led me to getting my associates
degree 1 year after I graduated high school and then 2 years later getting my bachelors
degree. The teachers and faculty have been excellent at guiding me and teaching me how to
succeed. It's a great stepping stone to a new career or adulthood for those kids getting right
out of high school.
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I'm very grateful that the majority of my degree was taken care of at Scottsdale Community
College. The community part is the most important bit. Anybody can stand up and lecture,
but in a community college your professor also pays attention to you. They know your name,
they know when you're struggling and they care. There are many University classes where I
will probably never speak directly to my professor and they certainly don't know my name or
anything about me. And truth be told, it's more intimidating to stand up in a class of 200 and
say I need you to go back because I don't understand than it is in a class of 15.
I have 20 years experience in Aerospace Engineering with an equestrian related side
business. I started with the intention of taking one class. I was so impressed with the
professors and course information that I decided to pursue the AS degree in Equine Science if
my schedule allowed. I also took some time to consider a career change and took a break
from engineering. After 2 years, an engineering opportunity presented itself with a company
I had wanted to work for years at. It puts me in a better financial position where I can use my
AS degree to be an overall better provider for my animals.
The Film Department is the unsung LEGEND of SCC. The staff and equipment available to the
students is incomparable, especially at a community college.
I had a wonderful experience at SCC. My teacher actually got me my internship which lead
me to where I am now. I couldn’t be happier! I was well educated and ready to start my
career after finishing my degree!

Several other graduates noted how faculty assisted them with acquiring critical internships that opened
up their future career and educational paths. Additionally, several students spoke positively on the small
class sizes. Overall, graduates noted that the quality of the instruction at SCC helped prepare them for
four‐year colleges/universities and employment.
Many graduates spoke of their appreciation for all they gained from specific faculty members and
described their faculty interactions as ‘life changing’ and that several instructors ‘changed my outlook on
the world and helped me as a human being.’ They mentioned specific faculty by name and programs and
departments, such as Culinary Arts, Equine Science, Film & Theatre, Graphic Design, Hospitality,
Mathematics, Music, Nursing, Psychology, Reading, Social Media Marketing, and Yoga.
Several graduates made specific recommendations to improve the quality of instruction including for particular
programs:








‘Be approachable and want their students to succeed,’
Be clear with directions,
Improve the evaluation of educators,
CIS: Update course material where needed,
Yoga: Limited to Asana (‘it's their strength’), include ‘Graded assignments to grow in skill,’ address ‘other
issues related to the business and technical side,’
Interior Design: AutoCAD was ‘based way too much on architecture, and not the way it would be used by
Interior Designers,’
And Nursing: One student recommended addressing what they perceive to be a high failure rate in the
program. Another student stated, ‘After starting my career as a nurse, I felt behind some of my peers from
other community colleges who had more hands on experience in hospitals (versus simulation labs). And
they had more experience with computer charting.’
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F) Registration Process
While one graduate described the registration staff as ‘amazing,’ most graduates reflecting on the registration
process were highly critical. Some described the process as ‘abominable,’ ‘challenging,’ ‘disorganized,’ and
‘difficult.’ Another described the process as time‐consuming stating, ‘I personally know people that have
abandoned the process simply because it was so difficult to navigate.’ The following issues were discussed by the
2018 graduates:




concern that staff does not care about students who are not athletes. The alum shared that a staff
member ‘drove me to tears with her sarcasm and belittling,’
the need for improved communication to assist with classes and graduation,
making sure staff are knowledgeable on registration for minors. A graduate stated, ‘Attended SCC starting
at 14 years old. Registration was challenging because each semester the staff would not know/remember
the requirements for minor students, so it would result in unnecessary delays to get registered for classes.’

While appreciating the low tuition and fee costs, graduates were also critical of changes to the payment processes.
As one graduate stated,
The new payment structure is so difficult with the added fees and required advance payment. I
would love to go back for one or two more classes, but I either need to cement my plans in
advance, or accept the fact the class may be closed by the time I know my schedule and
workload. This is very frustrating as a continuing learner, and has discouraged me from
continuing with SCC in the future. I miss the flexibility of being able to register and pay a month
or so in advance to secure my spot.
Another graduate noted that the process can be ‘disorienting’ since the various services to get started at
SCC are in different buildings.

G) Facilities and Equipment
Graduates often used words like ‘nice,’ ‘well‐maintained,’ ‘clean,’ and ‘great’ to describe the campus. Several
graduates appreciated the access to and commended the quality of the equipment available to Film students, with
one describing it as ‘incomparable.’ A Culinary graduate noted that the ‘The commercial kitchen is amazing and
relatively underutilized. I think the program could be a powerhouse in the area considering the lack of other
culinary school options.’ Some graduates did note the need for updating facilities and equipment, such as in the
Art building, classroom seats and desks, and computers. In particular, one graduate noted a need for improved
accessibility stating, ‘I am in a wheelchair ‐ most of the school is pretty accessible, but improvements can be made,
such as buttons to open doors.’
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H) Financial Aid Staff
While one graduate described the financial aid staff as ‘amazing,’ most graduates reflecting on their experiences in
the Financial Aid office were highly critical. One called for ‘Better financial aid staff and process.’ Another
described their experience as follows:
When I entered SCC I was a first generation college student, and my dad had died the prior year
before attending. This meant that I had limited resources getting into college. I had no idea what
a FAFSA was, how to get resident state tuition or even apply to college. I found the financial aid
staff unhelpful. They were sassy and rude. They also spoke to me as if I was incapable of
understanding basic human dialogue.
Two students noted the need for more financial assistance and scholarships, one for minors and another for
DACA students. Another student recommended providing more information regarding work study opportunities.

I) Quality of Tutoring
Only three graduates commented on their experiences with the Tutoring Centers. One alum found tutoring
helpful. Another graduate felt they could not get the assistance in math they needed and so they drove to another
college in the District to get assistance from their math tutors. And the third stated that they ‘spent time in the
tutoring center which never seemed to help anyway. The tutor center was the hang out for many students and
tutors spent a lot of time on one specific person leaving a lot of people to sit there with out help.’

J) Bookstore Staff
Only one graduate commented on the Bookstore staff claiming they were ‘rude.’

K) Library
Since 2015, graduates showed a dramatic shift in the quantity and content of their comments. In 2015, graduates
were overwhelming dissatisfied with the Library since it was closed for renovations while they attended SCC. 64
graduates wrote comments about the Library in that survey. In 2018, only five graduates wrote about the Library
and most provided either positive comments or constructive recommendations for improvements. One graduate
questioned why the Library was under construction until their last year of school while others described it as
‘amazing’ and ‘an awesome resource.’ As for recommendations, graduates had the following to say:


‘The book selection in the SCC library could use some growing‐ especially in the humanities & history.
The library was my favorite place‐ I love books and learning history and the humanities is something I
enjoy even in my personal life. Having more books to select from would help students like me who really
value the humanities subjects.’
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‘I think an improvement for Scottsdale community college would be to allow students to stay at the
library longer, I was taking an exam once and it was closing at 9:00 pm which I find very early for college
students. At Arizona State I can be at their library all night which as a college student pulling all nighters
are common.’

L) Computer Labs
Only one graduate commented on the computer labs stating, ‘Most of the computers could use updating, but
functional.’

Additional Comments
Overall, graduates stated that they were satisfied and had an ‘awesome,’ ‘great,’ ‘wonderful,’ or ‘excellent’
experience at SCC. They ‘loved’ or ‘enjoyed’ their time at SCC and many said they recommend others to attend the
college. Some even expressed thanks in their comments and one stated they ‘don’t ever want to leave.’ Some
graduates noted that they ‘gained significant knowledge,’ ‘feel confident in applying for jobs,’ and are prepared for
their futures.
Some spoke generally that they ‘loved’ the staff and found that they ‘cared.’ Graduates appreciated the support,
attention, information, and services along with the affordability. One noted that the Disability Resources and
Services staff were ‘great.’
With regards to inclusivity, one graduate stated ‘SCC is promoting cultural diversity very well’ and another said that
‘They treat Native Americans really well.’
Among the praise for SCC, some graduates provided additional recommendations beyond the categories discussed
above. Several graduates recommended:





More support and advertising to adult learners,
Advertising ‘community college benefits to middle and high school students,’
‘Improve cafeteria options,’
And a printed course catalog.

Finally, as in past Alumni Surveys, graduates continued to show their attachment to the SCC mascot as
several graduates concluded their survey responses with messages like ‘Go Chokes!’ and ‘I'll forever be a
proud Artichoke!!!!!’ Another shared, ‘One fun fact ‐ Scottsdale Community College was recently
mentioned on NPR’s "Ask Me Another" radio show! The Artichokes..’
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Section 4. Methodology and Demographics of Respondents
Survey Methodology
A web version of the survey was sent via email to all Spring, Summer, and Fall 2018 graduates, including
recipients of any degree or certificate. Those who did not respond to the web survey were mailed a paper
version of the survey. Individuals were asked to return the survey in an enclosed postage paid envelope. The
survey was administered from Fall 2019 through Spring 2020.

Incentives
Respondents were given chances to win one of two $25 movie gift cards or one of two $25 Starbucks gift
cards.

Response Rate
The overall response rate for the survey was 238 out of 957 or 24.9%.

Respondent Demographics and Degrees Received
Gender
Women
Men
Unknown

Race and Ethnicity
American Indian/Alaska Native
Asian
Native Hawaiian/Oth Pac Island
Black/African American
Hispanic/Latino
White
2 or More Races
Not Specified

N
151
80
7

N
11
5
1
9
55
138
12
7

Percentage
63.4%
33.6%
2.9%

Percentage
4.6%
2.1%
0.4%
3.8%
23.1%
58.0%
5.0%
2.9%
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Degrees/Certificates Received
Academic
Arizona General Education Curriculum
(AGEC)
Associate in Arts (AA)
Associate in Business (AB)
Associate in Science (AS)
Associate in General Studies (AGS)
Academic Certificate (AC)
Occupational
Associate in Applied Science (AAS)
Certificate of Completion (CCL)

Top Occupational Degrees
Nursing
Motion Picture/Television
Production
Hospitality and Tourism/Hotel
Management
Interior Design
Graphic Design

135
98
24
16
3
2
73
59
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Top Occupational Certificates
Culinary Arts

6

9

Management

5

8

Commercial Bakery and Pastry
Arts
Editing
Law Enforcement
Yoga Instruction

4

8
4

Number of Students Receiving Degree/Certificate by Type
Academic
Occupational
Both

24

N
133
101
4

4
4
4

%
55.9%
42.4%
1.7%

Section 5. Alumni Survey
Alumni Survey
1. What was your primary goal for earning a degree or certificate from Scottsdale Community
College?

O

Preparation to enter the job market

O

Transfer to college or university

O

Preparation to change careers

O

Personal interest/development

O

Improvement of job skills for present job

O

Other:

2. Did you achieve your goal?

O
O
O

Yes
No

please explain__________________________________________

Partially

please explain __________________________________________

3. How do you rate your overall experience at Scottsdale Community College?

O

O

Excellent

O

Good

O

Fair

Poor

4. Would you recommend Scottsdale Community College to a friend considering college?

O

Yes, with no
concerns

O

Yes, with
some
concerns

O

Yes, with
strong
concerns

O

No, probably
not

O

No, not under any
circumstances

5. Please choose the response that best describes your status regarding attendance at a 4year college or university.

O

I am currently attending a 4-year college or university

O

I will be attending a 4-year college or university within the year

O

I have already completed a 4-year degree or higher

O

I am not currently attending a 4-year college or university and do not plan to attend within
the next year

6. Please tell us about your 4-year college or university (please do not include community
college attendance).
Name of 4-year college or
university

City

State

Degree (e.g.,
B.S., M.A.)

Major (e.g., Business, Art)
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7. What is your current employment status?

O
O
O

Employed full-time (35 or more hours)
Employed part-time (34 or fewer hours)
Not currently employed

8. How long have you been working in your current job?

O
O
O

Less than 1 year
1-2 years
More than 2 years

9. Please tell us about your job.
Position/Title
Employer
City
State
Annual/Yearly Salary: Estimate your annual/yearly salary for the position/title above,
including any tips, commission, etc. Please do not provide your hourly rate.

$

10. How related is your job to your Scottsdale Community College program of study?

O

Directly related

O

O

Somewhat related

Not related

11. Regardless of your plans, how effectively do you think SCC prepared you for a job in your field?

O

Very effectively

O

Effectively

O

Ineffectively

O

Very Ineffectively

12. Regardless of your plans, how effectively do you think SCC prepared you for additional study in
a 4-year college or university?

O

Very effectively

O

Effectively

O

Ineffectively

O

Very Ineffectively
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13. Please indicate your level of satisfaction with each of the following categories.
Very
Dissatisfied

Dissatisfied

Neutral

Satisfied

Very
Satisfied

Not
Applicable

a. Clarity of Degree/Certificate Requirements

O

O

O

O

O

O

b. Quality of Academic Advising

O

O

O

O

O

O

c. Availability of Academic Advising

O

O

O

O

O

O

d. Availability of Desired Courses

O

O

O

O

O

O

e. Quality of Instruction

O

O

O

O

O

O

f. Registration Process

O

O

O

O

O

O

g. Facilities and Equipment

O

O

O

O

O

O

h. Financial Aid Staff

O

O

O

O

O

O

i. Quality of Tutoring

O

O

O

O

O

O

j. Bookstore Staff

O

O

O

O

O

O

k. Library

O

O

O

O

O

O

l. Computer Labs

O

O

O

O

O

O
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14. If there are additional things you would like to share regarding the questions in this survey or
your experience at SCC, please do so below. This can include recommendations on ways
SCC can improve for current and future students.

Thank You for Completing the SCC Alumni Survey!
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